1. Let m be a nonempty set of primes. Then a group G is called an EtfT-group if the equation (1) x" = g is soluble for every pG.m and every gGG. Similarly we call a group G a Dor-group if the equation (1) (above) is not only soluble, but uniquely soluble. The class of Fur-groups and the class of Dor-groups will be denoted respectively by Em and Dm. Clearly Em~2)Dm. There is a less trivial relationship between these two classes of groups. If we denote by ©(C) the class of groups which occur as homomorphic images of the members of a given class of groups C, then ®(Dm) = Em (see G. Baumslag [l] ). Now suppose that N denotes the class of nilpotent groups. One of the consequences of our results in this note is the fact that &(Dmf~\N) =EmC\N.
However we shall show that if L is the class of locally nilpotent groups then ®(DmC\L) ^EmHsL.
This leads us to ask whether, perhaps, Q(DmC\S)'Q.EmC\L, where 5 here is the class of locally soluble groups.
2. Let G be a nilpotent group of class c. The subset X of G is said to freely generate G if (i) X generates G, and (ii) for every group H which is nilpotent of class at most c and every mapping 0 of X into H there exists a homomorphism <p of G into H which coincides with 6 on X. A nilpotent group of class c which is freely generated by some set is called a free nilpotent group. These groups are simply isomorphic copies of F/Fc+i, where F is some free group and Fc+i is the (c + l)st term of the lower central series of F.
We shall embed a free nilpotent group G in a nilpotent .Dor-group G*. This embedding has already been carried out in a rather more general context by A. I. Mal'cev [S]; however he makes use of Lie ring methods and so we prefer to carry out here a different direct embedding procedure which lends itself more easily to the application we have in mind.
Suppose then that G is a free nilpotent group of class c freely generated by the set X. Put G = G\ and X = X\. Suppose now that for each positive integer n Gn is a free nilpotent group freely generated by X", Consequently, by a theorem of S. N. Cernikov (see Kuros [4, vol. 2, p . 238]), every element of G* has apth root for each p£x¡r. Moreover G* is clearly torsion-free, since each Gn has this property. Therefore as extraction of pth roots in a torsion-free nilpotent group is unique whenever it is possible (A. I. Mal'cev, see e.g. Kuros [4, vol. 2, p. 247]), G* is a £>w-group. In the following theorem we adopt the notation of this paragraph. Theorem 1. Suppose <r is a set of primes such that o'^co. Then for every E"-group H which is nilpotent of class at most c and every mapping 6 of X into H there exists a homomorphism tf> of G* into H which coincides with 6 on X.
Proof. Since G is freely generated by X we can extend 0 to a homomorphism di of G into H. Suppose, inductively, that 0¿ is a homomorphism of C7,-into H. Now 0,-is determined by its effect on Xi, the free set of generators of Gt. Suppose y£X,'. Then, by our construction of G*, We put x6i+i = z, where z is chosen to be any £,th root of y0,-. Thus (4) (*0i+i)pi = 2p< = y0<.
In this way we define the effect of a mapping 0<+i on the free generators Xi+i of G,+i and, since Xi+X is a free set of generators, 01+i can be extended to a homomorphism of G,+i into H, which we again denote by 0,+i. It follows from (4) and let G* be as above. Define 0 to be any mapping from X onto H, whose existence is assured by (5) . By Theorem 1, this mapping can be extended to a homomorphism of G* onto H. The corollary therefore follows.
It is worth pointing out that the two classes of groups Dmi\Nc, Em(~\Nc, where Nc is the class of groups which are nilpotent of class at most c, both form varieties of algebras in the sense of P. Hall; in other words they are equationally definable. The group G* is simply one of the free algebras of the variety DmC\N,.. Thus, on completely general grounds, any mapping of X into a group H which belongs to Dmr\Nc, can be extended to a homomorphism of G* into H. This statement, however, does not immediately imply the corresponding one if H£Emi~\Nc.
Let us call an integer »i>0 an w-number if the prime divisors of m belong to m. The following theorem then holds. One is tempted to enquire, at this point, whether there is a class C of groups with C properly contained in Dm, such that 6(C) -^EmC\L.
3. It is perhaps of interest to make some further remarks concerning the group G* of §2. Let us call a subgroup of G* which is at the same time a £>t¡r-group, an w-subgroup. We say that a subset Y of G* is a free cr-generating set of G* if (i) YTir-generates G*, i.e., the smallest i¡r-subgroup of G* containing Y is G* itself, and
(ii) for every Par-group H which is nilpotent of class at most c, and every mapping 6 of Y into H, there exists a mapping <p of G* into H which coincides with 6 on Y.
The following theorem then holds (again we assume the notation of §2). We need the following lemma for the proof of Theorem 4.
Lemma. Let A be a nilpotent group of class c which can be generated by s(< °°) elements. Suppose that B is a subgroup of A which is nilpotent of class c and is freely generated by {bi, b2, ■ ■ ■ ,ba}. Then A is a free nilpotent group. Let A^i be the kernel of 0i:
B/Ni^ A.
If A7i= 1, then A=B as required. If Ni5¿l, then by first carrying out the same procedure with B/N*, which contains a free nilpotent subgroup isomorphic to A, and then iterating this process, we obtain a series 1 < Ni < N2 < ■ ■ ■ which is defined in the obvious way; thus we have a properly ascending series of subgroups of the finitely generated nilpotent group A. This is impossible by a theorem of K. A. Hirsch (see e.g., Kuros [4, vol. 2, p. 193] ) and so the proof of the lemma is complete.
To prove Theorem 4, we begin by noting (see Kuros [4, vol. 2, p. 249]) that as Y or-generates G*, there exists an or-number m such that ocmGF for each xÇiX. Thus, by the lemma, F is a free nilpotent group of class c freely generated by Y. We put Fi= Y, Fi = F and having defined Y" so that F" freely generates Fn = gp(Yn), we define (see (3)): Fn+i = {x | xPn = y for some y G F"}.
Then | F"+i| = | Y\. Furthermore, if we put Fn+i = gp(Y"^i), by the lemma, it follows that F"+i is free nilpotent of class c freely generated by Fn+i. Finally we put F* = U<"1 F¿; then by the choice of the sequence (3), every element of F* is a product of pth powers for every />£or. So, invoking Cernikov's theorem again, F* is a Dor-group. So F* = G*. It follows now by its very construction that F*( = G*) is freely ^-generated by Y (cf. the proof of Theorem 1). So the proof of Theorem 4 is complete.
We remark, in conclusion, that the lower central series of the group G* has a quite analogous structure to that of the lower central series of a free nilpotent group of rank | X\. The details involve the use of basic commutators and so, in order to keep this note self-contained, we prefer to omit the proof of this statement until a later date.
